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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

Plagiarism and text reuse become more available with the Internet
development. Therefore it is important to check scientific papers
for the fact of cheating, especially in Academia. Existing systems of
plagiarism detection show the good performance and have a huge
source databases. Thus now it is not enough just to copy the text “as
is” from the source document to get the “original” work. Therefore,
another type of plagiarism become popular — cross-lingual plagiarism. We present a CrossLang system for such kind of plagiarism
detection for English-Russian language pair. The key idea for CrossLang system is that we use the monolingual approach. We have
a suspicious Russian document and English reference collection.
We reduce the task to one language — we translate the suspicious
document into English with the help of machine translation system. After this step we perform the subsequent document analysis.
There are two main stages at this analysis: source retrieval stage
and document comparison stage. Both of these stages are adapted
for our task. At source retrieval stage we need to find the most relevant documents from collection for a given translated suspicious
document. Therefore the algorithm is based on aggregation of semantically close words into word classes and thus handles the cases
of reformulated passages. The following document comparison is
based on phrase embeddings that are trained in unsupervised and
semi-supervised regimes. We evaluate CrossLang on the existing
and generated datasets. We demonstrate the performance of the
whole approach. We integrate the CrossLang in Antiplagiat system
(most popular and well-known plagiarism detection system in Russia and CIS) and provide technical characteristics. We also provide
the analysis of the system performance.

• Information systems → Information retrieval; • Computing methodologies → Natural language processing; Learning settings; • Applied computing → Education.
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INTRODUCTION

Plagiarism detection and originality checking has become a major problem in Academia. Unauthorized text reuse often occurs
in research papers [41] and even in Ph.D. theses [22]. There are
several plagiarism detection systems (Turnitin, Antiplagiat.ru, Plagiarism.org, URKUND) that show good performance on verbatim
plagiarism detection task. Possessing huge indexed collections of
sources they detect copy-and-paste text reuse with high recall. Because of it another type of plagiarism becomes popular — when
reused text was translated from another language [6, 7]. The translation can be both manual or automatic — modern machine translation systems could provide high quality text. Thus it is a very
simple way to obtain “original” text without making any effort.
There exist some articles described the problem of cross-lingual plagiarism detection for some language pairs [16–18]. Unfortunately
none of described approaches are production-ready. On the other
side, the existing industrial tools are also unable to detect such kind
of plagiarism. Thus there is a need for such tool that allows us to
solve this problem at industrial scale with high quality.
In this paper, we focus entirely on the case when unauthorized
text reuse comes from English to Russian language. The problem is
formulated as follows: given a suspicious Russian document and
English reference collection. Suspicious document could possibly
contain passages translated from some documents from the collection. The problem is to find all translated passages in the suspicious
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document and their corresponding source passages in the documents from the collection. In general case, the language pair could
be any. CrossLang is the new extension of the existing system for
plagiarism detection — Antiplagiat 1 , which is the most known system at Russia and CIS. Most universities in Russia and CIS use the
Antiplagiat system for checking the originality of students works
as well as publishing houses for scientific articles.
Antiplagiat text reuse detection engine detects text reuse in any
language and for any popular file type. It has more than 300 million
sources in search databases and 3 million users. Antiplagiat system
performs a comparative analysis between a given suspicious text
document and a large collection of source documents. At first it
searches sources of the reused passages. After that it performs pairwise comparison between the sources and the suspicious document.
The result of the analysis is a report — a list of text blocks found
both in the document and texts in the corpus.
For reason that Antiplagiat checks a lot of documents in Russian,
one of the languages in the pair is Russian. We choose the English
as the second language for the following reasons:
(1) English prevails on the Internet and databases such as Web of
Science, Scopus. In other words, English is the most reliable
and common language for the scientific purposes.
(2) Based on the analysis of doctoral degree theses [22] from the
Digital Library of RSL2 , it can be argued that plagiarism in a
single language takes place in research papers. The existing
tools detect text reuse within the confines of one language
with high recall, so we suppose that there are growing cases
of cross-lingual text reusing.
(3) High quality translation from English to Russian due to the
progress of machine translation systems could also increase
the number of such cases.
CrossLang is a service, consists of a set of microservices organized
in five main components. Each of these microservices interacts with
others via gRPC protocol. The microservise paradigm allows us to
build more complex system — we can easily embed other microservices into the current solution if required. To analyze CrossLang
performance we decompose the paper by following sections: in
section (3) we introduce the design of the whole system and its
components; in section (4) we provide two benchmarks to evaluate the CrossLang quality; we analyze the performance of the
proposed system not only for the cross-lingual plagiarism detection
task but also for the monolingual task when the suspicious document and source documents are written in the same language; in
section (5) we analysed the production performance of the system
because it has already deployed. Finally, in section (6) we discuss
about architecture details. The experiment results show that CrossLang is comparable to other methods for either cross-lingual or
monolingual plagiarism detection. Moreover the proposed system
is designed for the high-performance document processing and
therefore can be used as a production-ready solution.

2

RELATED WORK

Based on the fact that we did not find the tools for cross-lingual
plagiarism detection task (none of plagiarism detection systems
1 https://www.antiplagiat.ru
2 http://olden.rsl.ru/en
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announced about that), we provide the research papers that are
dedicated to this problem (or considering the related topics).
Similar methods proposed in [6, 29], where the suspicious document is translated into the language of collection using machine
translation systems. In [7] IBM-1 model is used to obtain information about text similarity. The authors in [3, 14] propose methods
based on the use of n-gram and term statistics. These approaches
do not use machine translation directly, but try to obtain a translation of specific phrases and words using external resources. In
contrast to them we use a collection of parallel corpora, which is
available for many language pairs. Since growing number of papers devoted to unsupervised machine translation [4, 11, 24, 25]
the proposed method can potentially work with any language pair.
The use of additional resources, such as thesauruses and ontologies is a common practice for the cross-lingual plagiarism problem.
In [17, 18, 20] the authors propose to use BabelNet [30] and WordNet [28] to obtain the information about texts similarity. Current
state-of-the-art [16, 17], propose to construct semantic graph for
each document. Text similarity evaluation is based on the similarity of the structures of these graphs. The main drawback of this
approach is the resources requirement: the approach requires using
multilingual ontologies, such as BabelNet [30], which cannot be
used for commercial products.
Another class of papers similar to our approach is devoted to the
document retrieval. In [31, 47] various methods of the document
retrieval are compared. A number of works [12, 27] proposes to use
paragraph or document vectors for this problem. One of the challenges of such methods is its computational expensiveness. In [9]
authors propose to use approximate nearest neighbors method for
fast document retrieval, which allows to retrieve documents faster
at the cost of significant memory usage. A number of works [37–
39] use methods for determining the text similarity like to latent
semantic indexing [26], using decomposition of word-document
matrix. This approach focuses on a significant text reuse, while our
main task is to develop a system which can work with small-size
text reuse cases.
As we use the monolingual approach the problem is very close
to paraphrase detection task. Many approaches [23, 45, 53] have
been developed for the paraphrase detection with neural sequence
embedding. In [42, 45] authors propose to use recursive neural
networks with dependency or constituency grammars. In [23, 51]
authors propose to use long short-term memory (LSTM) and gated
recurrent unit (GRU). For the cross-lingual paraphrase detection
one can employ deep learning methods based on bilingual autoencoders [10, 54] or on siamese neural networks [53]. Opposing to
works [21, 23, 43] we consider neural network outputs as embeddings in vector space for further approximate nearest neighbor
search [49].
Our work deals with the task of cross lingual plagiarism for
Russian-English language pair. The study of this pair is not common, to the best of our knowledge, the only paper devoted to this
pair is our previous paper [6], where methods based on machine
translation metrics were analyzed. In this paper we also present a
dataset for the cross-lingual plagiarism detection. We believe that
our impact will help to investigate new cross-lingual plagiarism
detection methods for this language pair.
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CROSSLANG DESIGN

In this section we want to describe the service architecture and
its components. We also would like to point on the main differences of separate service components from the existing approaches,
proposed in some papers.
The key idea for CrossLang system is that we use the monolingual approach. We have suspicious Russian document and English
reference collection. We reduce the task to the one language —
we translate the suspicious document into English, because the
reference collection is in English. After this step we perform the
subsequent document analysis. Due to this fact the main challenge
with the CrossLang design is that the algorithms for the plagiarism
detection task should be stable to the translation ambiguity. We
have to deal with this problem twice. First, suspicious document in
Russian already has the translated passages from English. Second,
when we use the monolingual approach, we translate this document
again. Since the translation ambiguity, here we have the situation
which reminds so named “noisy channel model” [40] — the original
English text passed through the noisy channel №1 and transformed
into translated Russian text, which than passed through the noisy
channel №2 and transformed into English text unlike the original. This “double noise” creates additional difficulties in our work
(Figure 1).

Figure 2: CrossLang service design.

suspicious document. The elements on the right side of the
screenshot gives brief information about the percentage of
the reused text and the source documents.
Figure 1: Double noisy channel model.
The main stages of CrossLang service is depicted in Figure 2.
CrossLang receives the suspicious document from Antiplagiat system, when user send it for originality checking. Then it goes to
Entry point — main service, that routes tha data between following
stages:
(1) Machine Translation system — microservice, that translates
suspicious document into English. For these purposes we use
Transformer [48], open-source neural machine translation
framework. For the details see section (3.1).
(2) Source retrieval — this stage unites two microservices: Shingle
index and Document storage. Entry point receives the translated suspicious document’s shingles (n -grams) and Shingle
index returns to it the documents ids from the reference
English collection. To deal with the translation ambiguity
we use modified shingle-based approach. Document storage
returns the Source texts from the collection by these ids. For
the details see section (3.2).
(3) Document comparison — this microservice performs the comparison between translated suspicious document and source
documents. We compare not the texts themselves, but the
vectors corresponding to the phrases of these texts. Thus
we deal with the translation ambiguity problem. For the details see section (3.3). After this stage the plagiarism report
is formed and sent to user. Figure 3 is an example of a report. The marked passages correspond to reused text in the

Figure 3: Plagiarism report.

Also in this section we would like to highlight the main differences of our work:
• The best of our knowledge it is the first system for crosslingual plagiarism detection for English-Russian language
pair. It is deployed on production and we could analyze the
results. We could not find another examples of such system
(even for other language pairs).
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• The Source retrieval stage is often employed using rather simple heuristical algorithms such as shingle-based search [33,
47] or keyword extraction [13, 31] because of simplicity of
such methods and their computational efficiency. However,
these methods can significantly suffer from word replacements and usually detect only near-duplicate paraphrase.
We employ modified shingle-based method for this stage.
In order to handle translation ambiguity we clusterize the
words using word embedding model. We use semantic classes
instead of words during this stage.
• Many articles on the cross-lingual plagiarism detection topic
investigate the solutions based on bilingual or monolingual
word embeddings [15, 17] for documents comparison, but
almost none of them uses the phrase embeddings for this
problem solution.
In the next sections we introduce how the main stages work.

3.1

Machine Translation system

We create machine translation system using state-of-the-art Transformer algorithm [48]. We utilize Tensorflow realization 3 of it.
Training dataset consists of approximately 30M parallel sentences.
They were obtained from open-source parallel OPUS [46] corpora,
but also we mine parallel sentences from Common Crawl.4 Algorithm was trained for 5 epochs with batch size equals to 128 on
Amazon p2.xlarge instance5 We evaluate BLEU score [34] for Russian → English translation on news test 2018 dataset 6 and compare
it with Google translator via API 7 . Results are in Table 1.
Table 1: BLEU of different systems
System

BLEU

Google
CrossLang Transformer

31.34
28.18

The CrossLang BLEU score lower than Google’s BLEU score —
this was to be expected. But it is very important to notice that we
are not interested in ideal translation. Our main goal is to translate
with sufficient quality for the next stages: Source retrieval and
Document comparison.

3.2

Source retrieval

The method of source retrieval in the case of verbatim plagiarism is
inverted index construction,where a document from the reference
collection is represented as a set of its shingles, i.e. overlapping
word n -grams, and a suspicious document’s shingles are checked
for matches with the indexed documents. The collection documents
is subsequently ranked according to a selected pairwise document
similarity measure that correlates with the number of shingles
they have in common with the suspicious document. There is one
major problem with using the standard shingles — in our case the
machine translation stage generates texts that differ too much from
3 https://tensorflow.github.io/tensor2tensor/
4 http://commoncrawl.org/
5 https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/p2/
6 http://www.statmt.org/wmt18/translation-task.html
7 https://cloud.google.com/translate/docs/
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the sources of plagiarism. We argue that the source retrieval task
can be solved with the help of a similar method that performs better
than the method mentioned above; this improvement is achieved
by moving from word shingles to word-class shingles, where each
word is substituted by the label of the class it belongs to:
{word1 , . . . , wordn } → {class(word1 ), . . . , class(wordn )}.
Those classes may be obtained in several ways, with the core idea
being their semantic unity. If the classes follow this assumption,
two semantically close phrases that do not share a words may map
into a single shingle as long as two sequences of the word-class
labels match. We also remove stop words and sort the words in each
n-gram to take into account possible phrases differences. In our experiments, we examine word embeddings as source of word classes.
Distributional semantic models are known to provide word vector
representations that can be used to estimate pairwise semantic
similarity of words at cosine similarity of their corresponding vectors. Clustering the vectors is thus a convenient and relatively fast
way of obtaining semantic word classes. The examples of resulting
classes are provided below:
• [beer, beers, brewing, ale, brew, brewery, pint, stout, guinness,
ipa, brewed, lager, ales, brews, pints, cask]
• [survey, assessment, evaluation, evaluate, examine, assess, surveys, analyze, evaluating, assessments, examining, analyzing,
assessing, questionnaire, evaluations, analyse, questionnaires,
analysing]
• [brilliant, excellent, exceptional, finest, outstanding, super, terrific]
For the word embedding model we used fastText [8] trained on
English Wikipedia. The dimension for word embedding model was
set to 100. For the semantic word classes construction we applied
agglomerative clustering on word embeddings with the cosine
similarity measure to group words into word classes. We got 777K
words clustered into 30K classes.

3.3

Document Comparison

For the comparison between retrieved documents and translated
suspicious documents we introduce the phrase embedding model.
Since in the final plagiarism report we must highlight phrases, we
need to compare separate text fragments. We split documents (retrieved and suspicious) into phrases s and compare its vectors. Our
goal is to learn representations for variable-sized phrases. For this
purpose we learn a mapping: s → s, where s = (word1 , . . . , wordn ).
We learn this mapping both in unsupervised and semi-supervised
training regimes. For mapping the word sequence into low dimensional space we use the encoder-decoder scheme. An encoder learns
a vector representation of the input phrase and the decoder uses this
representation to reconstruct the phrase in reverse order. During
the training error between input phrase and reconstructed output
phrase is minimized.
Er ec =∥ s − ŝ ∥ 2 .

(1)

Encoder-decoder model is completely unsupervised and does not
use any information whether the phrase pair is paraphrased or not.
We train Seq2Seq model with attention [5]. As initial word vector
representations for wordi we used word vectors from fastText
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model. For reconstruction error minimization Er ec (1) 10M sentences from Wikipedia articles were used.
In order to use information about phrase similarity we extend
the objective function. We employ the margin-base loss from [51]
with the limited number of similar phrase pairs S = {(si , s j )}:
Eme =

1 *
|S| ,

X

max(0, δ − c − ) + max(0, δ − c + ) +,
(s i ,s j ) ∈S

(2)

where c − = cos(si , sj ) − cos(si , si ′ ), c + = cos(si , sj ) + cos(sj , sj ′ ),
δ is the margin,
si ′ = arg maxs ′ ∈Sb \(si ,sj ) cos(si , si ′ ), Sb ∈ S — current minii
batch.
The sampling of so named “false neighbour” si ′ during training
helps to improve the final quality without strict limitations on what
phrases we should use at dissimilar.
This part of objective requires a dataset of similar sentences
S = {(si , s j )}. We used double translation method [52] as a method
of similar sentences generation comparable to paraphrase. Consider
a parallel corpus with pairs of Russian and English sentences. We
translate Russian sentences back to English. This method of generation allows us to obtain pairs of sentences we process in CrossLang:
both during training and during system usage we process a pairs of
English sentences sentences translated from Russian into English
by our translation system. We believe that this method gives us
the opportunity to make phrase embedding model robust to our
translation system errors since the machine translation errors can
significantly influence the total performance of our framework. We
used 100K pairs of sentences from OpenSubtitles [46] corpus. The
examples of resulting pairs (original sentence and doubly translated
sentence) are listed below:
• You know, I remember you pitched me the idea for this thing
five years ago.
• I remember you pitched me the idea for this to the cause of 5
years ago.
The final objective function is:
αEr ec + (1 − α )Eme ,

(3)

where α is a tunable hyperparameter that weights both of errors.
The dimensions for word embedding model and phrase embedding
model8 were set to 100.
For each phrase embedding from the suspicious document find M
nearest vectors by cosine similarity from source documents using
Annoy 9 library. The main idea of this function is to reduce the
number of fragments pairs with a simple decision rule: for phrase
embeddings pairs (si , sj ) we consider that it is the plagiarism case
if cos(si , sj ) > t 1 , where t 1 is a cosine measure threshold10 .

4

EXPERIMENTS

In this section we provide the experiment settings and results.
As there are no results for cross-lingual plagiarism detection task
8 For the phrase embedding model we used AdaDelta with parameters: ϵ = 10−6, µ =
0.95. We used L2-regularization with parameter λ 2 = 10−6 . The objective (3) had the
following value: α = 0.1. . In the objective (2) δ = 0.3

9 https://github.com/spotify/annoy
10 We set t = 0.6
1

for language pair English-Russian, we perform the two following
benchmarks:
(1) We propose a dataset for plagiarism detection tool evaluation
in the case of Russian-English language pair. We describe
the generation method and provide the link on the dataset.
We evaluate the general framework performance on it.
(2) The crosslingual plagiarism detection task in our case is
very close to paraphrase detection task because we use the
machine translation methods. So we can use the datasets
for evaluation plagiarism detection algorithms in the confines of one language. These datasets consist different type
of obfuscation, i.e. paraphrasing. We evaluate our system
without machine translation stage at this experiment (for
this we specifically evaluated the quality of machine translation system separately at (3.1)), because we work with
English data. We argue that this settings are very close to
our situation, because we also work with modified text. It is
important to notice than modification after translation and
after paraphrasing are similar.

4.1

Metrics

We use plagiarism detection metrics proposed in [35]. Detailed
definition of the metrics is follows. Let S be a set of plagiarism cases
and R be a set of cases that were detected by algorithm. Let’s also
define s, r such that s ∈ S and r ∈ R. Therefore:
S
(s ∩ r )
1 X s ∈S
Prec (S, R) =
,
(4)
|R|
|r |
r ∈R

S
(s ∩ r )
1 X r ∈R
Rec (S, R) =
,
|S |
|s |

(5)

s ∈S

2 × Prec (S, R) × Rec (S, R)
,
(6)
Prec (S, R) + Rec (S, R)
Following [35] we define a granularity of R for given S by average
size of existing covers:
1 X
Gran(S, R) =
|Cs |,
(7)
|S R |
F (S, R) =

s ∈S

where S R = {s |s ∈ S ∧∃r ∈ R : s ∩r , ∅} and Cs = {r |r ∈ R ∧s ∩r ,
∅}. Overall metric is called Plaдdet and defined by combination of
above:
F (S, R)
Plaдdet (S, R) =
.
(8)
loд2 (1 + Gran(S, R))

4.2

Experiment on synthesized collection

For this experiment with synthesized collection we used Russian
and English Wikipedia. Before the dataset generation we preliminary analyzed the behavior of our system for the monolingual
verbatim plagiarism detection. The most part of the documents
with detected text reuse used up to 10 collection documents as text
reuse sources. We used parameters similar to parameters of PAN
dataset generation: we syntesized documents with percentage of
plagiarism between 20 to 80% and with number of souce documents
from 1 to 10. We believe these parameters are rather natural and
close to the real-world text reuse cases. Since the most part of the
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documents processed by our system are student works we focus on
the documents with quite small size. For the monolingual plagiarism detection it’s quite often case when the checked document is
a practically copy-paste of another work except title, author name
and introduction part. Therefore we synthesize documents with
plagiarism percentage up to 80%, which is rather high. On the other
hand we also would like to detect cases when the text reuse not
so high, therefore we also synthesize documents with rather low
plagiarism percentage.
As a reference English collection D we used 100K articles from
English Wikipedia. As a collection of suspicious documents D susp
we used a random sample of documents from Russian Wikipedia.
i
For each document dsusp
∈ D susp we did the following:
(1) Select source documents {d i } from the collection. In order
to have a similar topic for the suspicious document and
source documents we use the following scheme. We translate
suspicious document into English and find a subsample of
500 most relevant collection documents by tf· idf. After
that we randomly choose from 1 to 10 documents from this
subsample.
(2) Pick sentences randomly from source documents {d i } and
translate them into Russian.
i
(3) Replace random sentences from document dsusp
by the translated sentences from source documents. For each document
from D susp we replaced from 20 to 80% sentences.
The whole dataset with PAN-format markup can be found at11 .
We conducted the experiment the whole framework, which allows to assess the general performance. For the whole framework
we got Precision = 0.83, Recall = 0.79 and F 1 = 0.80.

4.3

Monolingual plagiarism detection

Since our system translates the suspicious document into the language of the document collection it’s quite natural to analyze the
performance of our system not only for cross-lingual plagiarism
detection problem but also for monolingual problem. For such experiment we do not use the machine translation service. In order to
check performance of monolingual plagiarism detection we exploit
PAN’11 [36]. This corpora is suitable for us as a test because of various plagiarism cases with different obfuscation level. Obfuscation
distribution is in Table 2. For more information of approaches to
plagiarism obfuscation see [35]. Dataset consists of collection with
Table 2: Obfuscation distribution
Type

% of plagiarism cases

No obfuscation
Low
High

2
50
48

suspicious documents (approx. 11000) that we need to check on
plagiarism and collection with reference documents (also approx.
11000) from those one can potentially plagiarize.
Since we use PAN’11 corpora, it is naturally to compare algorithm performance with PAN’11 participants and other works that
11 http://tiny.cc/cl_ru_en
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were tested on this corpora. Results of CrossLang and top-5 known
previous methods are in Table 3.
Table 3: PAN’11 performance comparison
Model

5

P

R

F

Plagdet

CrossLang
PDLK [2]

0.94
0.90

0.76
0.70

0.84
0.79

0.83
0.79

Sys-1 [50]
Sys-2 [19]
Sys-3 [44]
Sys-4 [32]

0.86
0.75
0.89
0.87

0.69
0.66
0.55
0.56

0.76
0.7
0.68
0.68

0.75
0.69
0.68
0.67

PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE

Our service was successfully deployed and connected to Antiplagiat
system. We analyzed the performance of the service from May to
July 2018. During this period students in Russia take exams and the
average load on the system increases. For the production version
of our service we indexed 30M documents from the Internet in
addition to Wikipedia and arxiv we used earlier.
There were about 1.5M text reuse check in this period. We analyzed the statistics of document checks and found that 467K documents were detected as documents containing text reuse, which
is about one of a third of all checked documents. However only a
small part of documents contained significant reuse: we had about
70K document checks that contained more than 5% of cross-lingual
text reuse. The median of text reuse level is 8.94 for such documents. The distribution of plagiarism in these checks is illustrated
in Figure 4. The distribution of sources retrieved for the suspicious
documents is illustrated in Figure 5.
A brief analysis of the production performance showed the following:
(1) The developed system successfully copes with a large load,
which indicates the effectiveness of the proposed method.
(2) A significant part of the works contains cross-lingual text
reuse from the English language. Despite some false positive
cases, we found that the system works quite correctly. Unfortunately, there are some cases when the system detects
fairly general phrases (for example, introductory phrases
like “This work represents”).
(3) About 5% of documents contain a significant amount of crosslingual text reuse. This number is preliminary and requires
further analysis: for many sources of text reuse there can
be found versions already translated into Russian, therefore
often the student uses already translated. Nevertheless, we
believe that this number is quite close to real: with the development of systems that allow to find monolingual text reuse,
the share of cross-language text reuse should increase.
The findings suggest the applicability of the developed system and
determine the possible directions for further development of the
system: filtering common phrases and determining of a language
of text reuse source.

CrossLang: the system of cross-lingual plagiarism detection
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Figure 4: Histogram of percentage text reuse in the real documents. We analyzed only the documents contained more
than 5% percent of text reuse.

CONCLUSION

We introduced CrossLang — a framework for cross-lingual plagiarism detection for English Russian language pair. We decomposed
the problem of cross-lingual plagiarism detection into several stages
and provide a service, consists of a set of microservices. The CrossLang use a monolingual approach — reducing the problem to the
one language. For this purpose we trained the neural machine
translation system. Another two main algoithmic components are
Source Retrieval and Document Comparison stages. For the Source
Retrieval problem we used a modification of shingling method that
allow us to deal with ambiguity after translation. For the Document
Comparison stage we used phrase embeddings that were trained
with slight supervision. We proposed method to make documents
comparison efficient using approximate nearest neighbors method.
We evaluated the effectiveness of our approach on several datasets.
We also provided our own dataset. We integrated CrossLang in
Antiplagiat system — the most popular and well-known system
for plagiarism detection in Russia and CIS and analyzed the real
system performance.
In future, we are going to develop the approach in several directions — use the documents vectors instead of shingles in source
retrieval stage and modify our phrase embedding model. Also we
will monitor system performance and analyze real users documents.
We would like to conduct more experiments on the samples of realworld cases as long as corresponding data is available. Since our
approach is rather general and does not use any language-specific
features we believe that it can be applied to other language pairs.
Therefore one of our plans is to implement our approach for language pairs other than English-Russian.
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ARCHITECTURE

In this section we briefly describe how the microservices are deployed in our system. Our main technical requirement for the system is the document check speed and an ability to scale with the
number of simultaneous document checks. Our microservices are
stateless, i.e. they treat all the operations as independent. This
allows us to easily replace microservice backends and make the
architecture more flexible. Currently we use RocksDB12 for the
Shingle index and Document storage services and Tensorflow [1]
for the Machine translation and Document comparison services.
Our service is deployable on an 8-GPU cluster with Tesla-K100
GPUs, 128GB RAM and 64 CPU Cores. Depending on the requirements, the service is able to scale horizontally. For the fast rescaling
we use Docker containerization and Consul and Consul-template
for the service discovery and automatic load balancing.
The stress testing of our system showed that the system is able
to check up to 100 documents in a minute. Despite the fact the
average loading on our service is much lower, this characteristic of
our service is important for withstanding peak loads.
12 https://github.com/facebook/rocksdb
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